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Abstract
Abstract Meaning Representations (AMRs) are rooted, directional and labeled graphs that abstract away from morpho-syntactic idiosyncrasies such as word category (verbs and nouns), word order, and function words (determiners, some prepositions). Because these
syntactic idiosyncrasies account for many of the cross-lingual differences, it would be interesting to see if this representation can serve,
e.g., as a useful, minimally divergent transfer layer in machine translation. To answer this question, we have translated 100 English sentences that have existing AMRs into Chinese and Czech to create AMRs for them. A cross-linguistic comparison of English to Chinese
and Czech AMRs reveals both cases where the AMRs for the language pairs align well structurally and cases of linguistic divergence.
We found that the level of compatibility of AMR between English and Chinese is higher than between English and Czech. We believe
this kind of comparison is beneficial to further refining the annotation standards for each of the three languages and will lead to more
compatible annotation guidelines between the languages.
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1.

Introduction

Syntactic treebanks in several languages (Marcus et al.,
1993; Hajič et al., 2003; Xue et al., 2005) and related annotated corpora such as Propbank (Palmer et al., 2005),
Nombank (Meyers et al., 2004), TimeBank (Pustejovsky
et al., 2003), FactBank (Saurı́ and Pustejovsky, 2009), and
the Penn Discourse TreeBank (Prasad et al., 2008), coupled with machine learning techniques, have been used in
many NLP tasks. These annotated resources enabled substantial amounts of research in different areas of semantic
analysis. There had already been tremendous progress in
syntactic parsing (Collins, 1999; Charniak, 2000; Petrov
and Klein, 2007) and now in Semantic Role Labeling because of the existence of the PropBank (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; Pradhan et al., 2004; Xue and Palmer, 2004;
Bohnet et al., 2013) and similar resources in other languages (Hajič et al., 2009), and TimeBank has fueled much
research in the area of temporal analysis. There is a concern
among NLP researchers, however, that the field of semantic parsing is getting too fragmented. Propbank annotation,
for example, focuses on the predicate argument structure
of verbs, just as NomBank focuses on the predicate argument structure of nouns. Each verb or noun instance is annotated independently of other predicates in the sentence,
and there is not one single representation for the entire sentence. Moreover, there are semantic dependencies that are
not covered by either PropBank or Nombank. Only a handful of resources for other languages, such as the the PDT
(Hajič et al., 2003) provide full sentence semantic representations. This situation limits the utility of the resulting
semantic analyzers. There have been recent on-going efforts to address this concern (Srikumar and Roth, 2013),
and one such effort is the development of SemBank using
Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR).

2.

Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR)

An Abstract Meaning Representation is a rooted, directional and labeled graph that represents the meaning of a
sentence and it abstracts away from such syntactic notions
as word category (verbs and nouns), word order, morphological variation etc.. Instead, it focuses on semantic relations between concepts and makes heavy use of predicateargument structures as defined in PropBank (for English).
In addition, many function words (determiners, prepositions) are considered to be syntactic “sugar” and are not
explicitly represented in AMR, except for the semantic relations they signal. Readers are referred to (Banarescu et
al., 2013) for a complete description of AMR.
In AMR notation, we distinguish two major types of nodes:
entity nodes and concept nodes. Entity nodes are those
labelled with variables, where the variables refer to realworld events and entities. From each entity node, there is
usually a link instance-of to a relevant concept node.
Concept nodes represent the “dictionary definition” of the
respective entity node(s). For events, the concept nodes are
entries in a relevant subcategorization/valency dictionary,
e.g. PropBank for English and Chinese or PDT-Vallex for
Czech. For named entities, the concepts link to an established ontology of entity types etc. The concept nodes for
predicates such as verbs typically have Arg0 and/or Arg1
links to their arguments, as illustrated in the figures below.
Entity nodes can also have “mod” links. Usually, concept
nodes are leaves in the graph while entity nodes have at
least one outgoing edge to a concept node.
Example 1 illustrates an AMR for the sentence “Where is
Homer Simpson when you need him?” in English and in its
Chinese and Czech translations.
AMR is not intended to be an Interlingua, but by abstracting away from word order, morphology and function words,
AMR takes away several sources of cross-lingual differ-

(1) a. Where is Homer Simpson when you need him?
(b / be-located-at-91
:ARG0 (p / person
:name ( h / name
:op1 “Homer”
:op2 “Simpson”))
:ARG1 (a / amr-unknown)
:time (n / need-01
:ARG0 (y / you)
:ARG1 p))

b. dddddd, dddddddd?
(b / be-located-at
:ARG0 (p / person
:name (n / name
:op1 ” ddddd|Homer Simpson”))
:ARG1 (a / amr-unknown)
:time (n2 / dd|need
:ARG0 (y / d|you)
:ARG1 p))
c. Kde je Homer Simpson, když ho potřebujete?
(b / byt umisten
:ARG0 (p / person
:name ( h / name
:op1 “Homer”
:op2 “Simpson”))
:ARG1 (a / amr-unknown)
:time (p2 / potřebovat-1|need-01
:ARG0 (v / vy|you)
:ARG1 p))

ences among languages. It would therefore be interesting to
see to what extent a sentence and its translation in another
language can result in structurally compatible AMRs.1 The
specific concepts or relation types are linked to languagespecific dictionaries or ontologies and we don’t a priori expect these to align, although it would be interesting to see
if (and which part of) these dictionaries or ontologies can
be unified. For example, it may be possible to use a single ontology for all date and time expressions as well as
names for all languages, but the word sense information
would have to be different for all languages. To atempt to
find answers to these questions, we have created AMRs for
100 Chinese and Czech sentences translated from English
to examine how compatible they are to the AMRs of their
English originals. In the next two sections, we present a
qualitative comparison of the AMRs between Chinese and
English and between Czech and English.
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By structurally compatible AMRs we mean AMRs with all
concepts and relations aligned.

2.1.

Language resources behind AMRs

As outlined above, AMRs are an attempt to encompass several independent language resources in a unified framework
for formal representation of the meaning of the sentence.
Table 1 summarizes the resources that are being used,
planned or considered for English, Chinese and Czech variants of AMR.
While some concept types are well covered by languagespecific lexicons in several languages, others lack any resource whatsoever. For concepts distant enough from their
syntactic realization (e.g. names but not verbs), we may
even reuse existing ontologies across languages.
2.2.

Related Work

A related formal representation of Functional Generative
Description (FGD, (Sgall et al., 1986)) is one of the theories
capturing the syntax-semantics interface. FGD has been extensively used as the basis of the Prague dependency treebanks (at the tectogrammatical annotation layer), including
the parallel Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank
(Hajič et al., 2012). The theory is also well supported with

Concept Nodes for
Events, i.e. mainly
“verbal” nodes
Named entities
(NE)
Basic concepts
(e.g. “mother”)
Concepts involving
numbers

English
PropBank

Chinese
Chinese Propbank

Czech
PDT-Vallex

Custom, based on OntoNotes NE guidelines

Czech Wikipedia
(under consideration)
None, we simply use
None, just use Chinese
CzechWordNet
English nouns
words
(under consideration)
Custom, e.g. special keywords (distance-quantity); times and dates
similar to Timex from TimeBank

Table 1: Summary of lexicons and ontologies that AMRs directly refer to.
tools for automatic analysis of sentences and for generation of Czech sentences from their respective deep analyses. Work on English generation using the tectogrammatical representation is underway in the context of another
project.2 The tectogrammatical representation seems to be
very closely related to AMRs in that it covers the whole
sentence, abstracts away from syntax and morphology, uses
a predicate-argument type of lexicon for the annotation of
verbs and their senses (the PDT-Vallex, (Hajič et al., 2003;
Urešová, 2011)), but it does not abstract as much as AMR
does. For example, no attempt is made in the tectogrammatical representation to map event nouns and adjectives to
verbal frames, nor to use reification.
Another well-known semantic representation is MRS
(Copestake et al., 2005), but we are not aware of any treebank resources using it for such an inter-language comparison.
2.3. AMR resources used
For this study, we have used 100 annotated sentences from
a blog on Virginia road construction, taken from the WB
part of the Penn Treebank. These sentences have been annotated using AMRs, and also translated to Chinese and
Czech and AMR-annotated in these two languages. The
English text has 1676 word and punctuation tokens (using the Penn Treebank style tokenization), and its annotated
AMR representation contains 1231 nodes.

3.

English and Chinese AMRs

An analysis of the annotated English and Chinese AMRs
shows that there are three scenarios. In the first scenario,
translations of the same sentence are annotated with structurally compatible AMRs. Figure 1 illustrates such an example (please note that the annotation in the subsequent
figures is color-keyed: blue is English, and red is Chinese).
The AMRs of a Chinese sentence and its English translation
show perfect alignment: all concepts and their relations are
aligned, except for the tokens in Homer Simpson’s name.
This is a graphically expressed comparison of the Example 1(a) and (b).
In the second scenario, annotators of the different languages ended up with different AMRs, but the difference is
a result of annotation choice and can potentially be reconciled. Such a difference is not different from inter-annotator
inconsistency in an annotation task for the same language.
2
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An adjudication process or a refinement in annotation standards could potentially resolve this kind of difference. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. In the Chinese AMR, the ARG1
of dd (“report”) is a logical “and” instance connecting
two concepts m and h. In the corresponding English AMR,
there isn’t such a logical “and” concept. This difference
can potentially be reconciled because the difference results
from different interpretations at the syntactic level. The
Chinese sentence is interpreted as a coordination structure,
which naturally maps to a logical “and” in the AMR. The
English sentence, however, is interpreted as an unrestrictive
relative clause, resulting in an “ARG4-of” relation. At the
semantic level, such syntactic differences can potentially
be glossed over, but the annotation standards or guidelines
need to be refined so that annotators are instructed to abstract away from such differences.
In the third scenario, the differences in AMRs are due to
different lexicalizations and such differences cannot be easily resolved without going to an even higher level of abstraction than the AMR representation currently provides.
Both scenarios can be found in Figure 3, which shows
aligned AMRs for the Chinese sentence “d d‘dd d
d ‘dd’ d dd” and its English translation “This is
a major ‘d’oh’ moment.”. In the Chinese AMR, the notion of “be-temporally-located-at” is reified and this results in an extra node that is not matched in the English
AMR. However, this is a matter of annotation choice because reification is a legitimate alternative representation to
having d (“this”, node t) represented as the domain of d
d (“moment”, node t2) instead, which would match the
English AMR node. Since such differences in annotation
choice can happen for the same language as well, it does
not represent a cross-linguistic difference. In contrast, the
fact that the English AMR has a node for “major” while the
Chinese sentence has a node for dd (“cry”) is a difference
in lexicalization. Such differences cannot be reconciled by
making different annotation choices and can only resolved
with a level of abstraction that AMR currently does not provide.
Figure 4 provides another example of difference of lexicalization between Chinese and English. The juxtaposed
AMRs are for the Chinese sentence “d ddd dd d
d dd d dd d d d dddd d ddd d
d d d d d” and its English translation “The Richmond Times - Dispatch tells the tale about the impact on
the Huguenot Trail in Powhatan County.” In one instance,
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Figure 1: Structurally compatible AMRs (Chinese/English)
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Figure 2: Different structure at the top level (Chinese/English)
the English multiword expression “tells the tale” is translated into a single word (“dd”) in Chinese. In contrast,
the English AMR treats “tale” as an argument of “tell-01”,
and this structure does not exist in the corresponding Chinese AMR. In another instance, the Chinese nominalized
predicate “dd” has two arguments while its corresponding English predicate “impact-01” has only one predicate.
This is because the English nominalized predicate “impact-

01” has an implicit argument, the factors that bring about
the impact that have never been made explicit. Unless one
is to make explicit such implicit arguments, at the current
level of abstraction, these lexical differences will remain.

4.

English and Czech AMRs

A similar picture to the one depicted above for English
and Chinese arises when comparing English to Czech: the
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Figure 3: Difference in annotation choice and lexicalization (Chinese/English)
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AMRs for parallel sentences are either identical, differ in
annotation choice, differ due to different ontologies (or lack
of them), or are incompatible due to a substantially different sentence structure in the Czech translation. All of our
100 sentences (cf. Sect. 2.3.) have been doubly translated
from English to Czech and reviewed. One set has then been
revised, corrected and manually annotated with AMRs.
Annotation choice

In Fig. 5,3 the reification of the notion “being located
somewhere” (congestion taking place around something)
in the English AMR leads to an extra structure (l2 /
localize-01). In Czech, this information was captured by the arc label location. Since this is described
as an alternative annotation by the AMR guidelines, such
a case should not in fact be considered a “true” difference in the AMR structure. Fig. 6 can also be regarded
as a difference in annotation choice only. The example
shows that the phrase “development patterns”, translated as
“schémata výstavby”, got represented using an event node
develop-02 in English and a object node výstavba
in Czech. This is related to the underlying ontologies, in
which some events might not be as strongly represented,
leading to an “object” type of annotation instead.
3
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Figure 5: Annotation choice: reification (Czech/English)
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p

Please note that Czech is color-coded blue and English red in
the comparison graphics in this Section.

výstavba

instance-of
develop-02

Figure 6: Event-object choice and ontology divergence
(Czech/English)

4.2.

Ontology difference

In Fig. 7, the difference lies in an annotation of a MWE
in English as two nodes, whereas since the Czech translation is a single-word expression, the AMR for that naturally
contains only one node (“tell tale” vs. “popsat”).
Fig. 8 also shows an inverse case, where in English there is
a single word while in Czech a three-word phrase (“speeding” vs. “překračovat povolenou rychlost” (“to-surpass
the-permitted speed”).
4.3.

Incompatible structure

Fig. 7 shows also a different structural annotation caused by
the insertion of the word “vydánı́” (“issue”) which follows
the practice of using this descriptor when an extra adjective
is used (“dnešnı́”; “today”), especially with non-declining
foreign names. Unless a specific rule is created that states
that a newspaper entity name actually means an instance
(“issue”), this difference is unresolvable the way the Czech
sentence is formulated. Similar situations arise when the
translator adds (in Czech) explicitly an event which is only
implicit in the source (English), such as in “resident engineer” → “odbornı́k zaměstnaný v ... (specialist employed
in/by ...)”. This case naturally results in an extra event in
the Czech AMR, namely “pracovat-01 (to-be-employed)”.

Figure 4: Difference in annotation choice and lexicalization (Chinese/English)
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Figure 7: MWE and a structural divergence (Czech/English)

o2

may require quite large and complex entries (elementary
(sub)graphs) in the “translation dictionary”. Using AMRs
for just the source or just the target, as proposed by Kevin
Knight (Jones et al., 2012) can be thus more appropriate.
It has yet to be seen how exactly AMRs can be deployed
in information extraction, entailment and other semantic
tasks. In any case, contrastively comparing AMRs across
languages is definitely beneficial for further refinement of
the annotation specification and guidelines and the associated annotation practice.
In any case, we believe that a further study of the differences is necessary, to analyze not only the annotation differences in detail and relate them to the AMR giudelines,
but also to investigate the influence of translation choice
and creativity, which in fact might account for a non-trivial
number of differences, too.
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4.4.

single word

Overall observations for Czech vs. English

We have found by manual inspection that only 29 Czech
sentences have structurally identical annotation (and possibly differ only in argument labeling) and 18 additional
sentences contained differences which can be considered
“local”. This suggests that over a half of the annotated sentences differ structurally in some more profound way.

5.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have described an ongoing effort to analyze and refine the Abstract Meaning Representation (AMR) annotation framework aimed at semantic representations of sentences. By comparing English to Chinese and Czech annotations on parallel texts, we reveal some natural divergences
between the language pairs but also some points of AMR
that could still use refinement. We have found that there
is a relatively large number of Czech sentences that differ
structurally from the annotated English counterparts.
The illustrated divergences indicate that using AMRs,
e.g., as a sort of a transfer layer in machine translation
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